Join us for a hands on and family oriented Science Workshops for all Ages - Presented by Area Teachers and sponsored by the Dungeon Monroe Neighborhood Association.

6:00 -7:00 p.m. Every Thursday at Wingra Boats 824 Knickerbocker Street

❖ June 16th  Tree Cookies
   Termites tasty treat. Dave Spritzer, naturalist.

❖ June 23rd  Colorful Chemistry!
   Safe, fun, chemistry experiments that amaze. U.W. Alpha Chi Sigma

❖ June 30th  Let’s go Fishing!
   A fishing clinic for all ages. Prizes for smallest and biggest catch of the evening! Musky Megan, Ann Murphy & Camp Wingra

❖ July 7th  Let’s get dirty!
   Dig deep and see what you find! Emily Frugger

❖ July 14th  Birds.
   Come learn about our feathered friends. Amy Callies Park School- Teacher & Naturalist

❖ July 21st  Fish Dissection.
   See the inside of a fish, learn what it eats and how it works! (Parental digression advised). Ann Murphy, Teacher & Naturalist

❖ July 28th  Foxes & Coyotes.
   Come learn about red foxes and coyotes in Madison. Marcus Mueller, U.W. Urban Canid Project

❖ July 28th  Busy as a Beaver!
   Did you know that beavers have two fur coats to keep it warm! Jennifer Mitchell, UW Madison Arboretum Naturalist

❖ Aug. 4th  Hoot! Hoot! Owls!
   Back by popular demand- owl’s and owl pellet dissection! Dawn Liska- Tollefson Wingra School

❖ Aug. 11th  Make Way for Monarchs!
   Don’t miss learning about monarchs and the opportunity to release young monarchs on their migration to Mexico. Dr. David Thompson, Friends of Lake Wingra

❖ Aug. 18th  What’s in the water?
   Sampling on shore and by boat we will see what is in Lake Wingra. Susan Stanford, Dane Co. Lakes & Watershed

❖ Aug. 25th  Animal Tracks & Scat!
   Become an animal detective and identify animal tracks and learn the Scat Rap! Sherry Hershberger, Aldo Leopold Naturalist

www.WINGRABOATS.com